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M ednesday 7 N NOVEMBER 2018

Egregia Dr. Miliani
In relation to my statements made in the previous interrogation at the Public Prosecutor of Perugia Republic last June
24, 2018 in which evidenziavo the discovery, which occurred as part of the defensive investigations, the connecting
elements between our investigation and Russiagate American, I believe expose some facts and circumstances that
seem to be framed in the sphere of criminal offenses; Also, as previously mentioned then, against the personality of the
State.

E 'recently emerged in the Anglo-Saxon press articles:
https://dailycaller.com/2018/10/24/george-papadopoulos-congress-suspicious-interactions/

that a part of the activity of infiltration the campaign of then candidate Trump took place on Italian territory, namely
in Rome, via at least the intervention of the Prof. Joseph Mifsud, the Link Campus University.
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This individual would have attracted a part of the Trump campaign, George Papadopoulos (GP), in
fictitiously conversations academic nature, which would have instead aimed to convey a predicate crime.

Mifsud, as now widely established, in fact, tried to instill in GP the belief that there were available at the
Russian government, the email of the candidate Hillary Clinton. Russian This involvement, as well as being still yet
to be verified, had the sole purpose of activating GP of such research; so 'that the FBI could therefore not
investigate a real
offenses.
As stated recently by several members of Congress, among other things, it is gaining the hypothesis that, violation
of the Fourth Amendment the US Constitution, GP was intercepted and recorded during his talks with Mifsud; which
also outlines with certainty the existence of a clear investigative activities in progress at the material time.

It is, then, that GP various subjects have been introduced, which were allegedly in contact with the leaders
of the Russian Government; even if this' would then be a
blatantly false. However, among individuals presented in GP there would also apparently a Russian citizen, Olga
Vinogradova, presented to him under the false claim of being the nephew of the Russian President Putin. The
purpose was clearly to convey to GP false evidence of the Russian government's involvement in the potential
availability to the sale of such email.
Such acts of provocation, exercised as part of the American election campaign, with clearly harmful purposes
against the Republican deployment, not only delineate potential hostile acts towards the American ally, but also to the
same Russian government.

At least one meeting between GP and Mifsud took place in Rome in March 2016; although the FBI later even
stated it has opened an investigation official only on July 31, 2016. The lack of an effective news criminis to be
investigated is also an essential connection with our investigation because, as already anticipatoLe last
interrogation, is the clear suspicion that someone, under Italian judicial authorities, sought to make the FBI can find useful
in research studies about Russiagate; Occhionero also cover the objective of this research.

All of the above, of course, in the absence of a real predicate criminal on the object that can not be classified
as an act done with mere political purposes and aims to develop a credit, still of a political nature, towards the
candidate Hillary Clinton; that then everyone took for granted winner in the upcoming elections.

Needless to remain silent, then, that to proceed against Occhionero brothers, highlighting them as
potential point of attack Trump against the country, has come to identify them precisely because of their prior profiling
policy; which arouses, perhaps even more ' concern

of the misconduct.
It 'also clear, therefore, that it is necessary to investigate also on nature political returns that subject,
"otherwise purely judicial" were expected from their activities in this area.

Why, from here there are numerous facts worthy of attention:
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1. If the FBI had operated on the Italian territory, in the absence of cooperation from
Italian Judicial Authorities, and the judicial police, made a serious crime that the prosecutors in Rome
would have had to pursue.
2. If, however, the FBI had operated in conditions for assistance by the Prosecutor of Rome,

It would make it necessary to understand the basis of which preached criminal the prosecutor of Rome has
given effect to such assistance; in an activity that is emerging instead as clearly aimed at the most
'despicable political purposes.

3. If, then, we were to discover that even the strength of the judicial police in question is

precisely the Postal Police, or even the CNAIPIC, we also explained the necessity Special Agent Kieran L.
Ramsey to escape the interrogation of Bottacchiari and Parretta Lawyers, during our process.
4. Finally, as all media agree that Mifsud is now
disappeared, and as he gave the presence in Italy until November 2017, it is not clear why the prosecutor of
Rome not is investigating about his disappearance. Regarding the elements that connect Prof. Mifsud political and
judicial subjects mentioned above, perhaps the most 'enlightening document this conference, reported on the website
of the Department of Information and Security:

http://www.servizisegreti.com/2015/09/da-ground-zero-al-giubileo-levoluzione-dellhomelandsecurity-in-reply-to-terrorist-threat / 8245
Therefore, while the public wonders whether to assess the existence of an involvement of the prosecution
in politics, we might even conclude that this question is exceeded. In fact, it might rinvenirsi elements such as to
indicate that some prosecutors are you even turning on the field of politics foreign.

I, then, to note that the activities carried out after the election of President Trump had certainly more
'serious order to collaborate, not the mere favor one candidate over the other, but a clear plan to overthrow
American administration; fact which is investigating the US Congress. And 'quite clear that if this' was planned by
American officials, it is emerging as conspiracy or high treason.

However, if there are representatives of Italian institutions that have collaborated on this design, they are guilty of
serious crimes against the personality of the State.

Even in the reason for this' must be placed my many previous reports of possible hostile acts towards a foreign
state; but 'now they seem no longer' be limited to the unauthorized access to computer systems of foreign territories,
the part of her investigation.

I'll be back, then, to point out the many of concidenze Nationality Italian Russiagate that occurred in the
investigation, as was done in previous questioning, and suggest that ', as in the EyePyramid them, you
conducessero activities aimed solely to provoke and hit the Trump running for president.

It can not 'escape the fact that GP was clearly baited with both mechanisms of nature economic, As nature sexual.
So 'as can not' escape the fact that his current wife, Simona Mangiante, known roccambolesca a sequence of
coincidences, was the first assistant Hon. Gianni Pittella and then a collaborator of the same Mifsud.
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Therefore, I would suggest that, if there are Italian citizens who have worked on this investigation as informants,
they immediately abandon such activities; although these were held according to the FBI.

I leave, then, His evaluation the eventual classification of these alternative methods, based sexual
sull'adescamento, used in approaching An individual (when it was not even under investigation), If you encounter
the involvement of public officials Italians.
I remain at your disposal for any clarifications.
With best regards,

Giulio Occhionero
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